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Short report

Acute flaccid myelitis – has it gone unrecognised in Australian children?

Junchao Bao, Bruce Thorley, Elizabeth J Elliott, Peter McIntyre and Philip N Britton

Abstract

We have identified a previously unrecognised cluster of a newly recognised condition – acute flaccid myelitis (AFM) – among acute flaccid paralysis (AFP) cases identified by the Australian Paediatric Active Enhanced Disease Surveillance Network (PAEDS) 2007–2017. In the 12 months before and after detection of enterovirus D68 (EV-D68) from a single AFP case in April 2016, 24 of 97 notified cases of AFP were found to be clinically compatible with AFM; of these 24 cases, ten, clustered in early 2016, met magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) criteria for AFM. Detection of emerging enteroviruses requires collection of respiratory, cerebrospinal fluid and stool specimens, and should be routine practice for all AFP cases.
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Introduction

Australia maintains acute flaccid paralysis (AFP) surveillance (Box 1) to comply with the World Health Organization (WHO) surveillance targets required to demonstrate adequate monitoring of paralytic poliomyelitis. AFP surveillance is coordinated jointly by the Australian Paediatric Surveillance Unit (APSU; www.apsu.org.au)1 and the Paediatric Active Enhanced Disease Surveillance Network (PAEDS; www.paeds.edu.au)2 in collaboration with the National Enterovirus Reference Laboratory, the Victorian Infectious Diseases Reference Laboratory (VIDRL). Recently, the importance of continued AFP surveillance in high-income countries has been highlighted by epidemics of a newly-recognised syndrome, acute flaccid myelitis (AFM) in the United States of America (USA) and Europe since 2014.3–5 AFM is a form of AFP characterised by a ‘polio-like’ pattern of spinal cord inflammation primarily affecting the central grey matter and anterior horns of the spinal cord.4 While cases that fit this pattern of disease have been described prior to 2014, AFM has only been recognised in the literature as an unique syndrome since the first clusters of disease in California, USA that year.3,4 Since then, there is growing evidence of a causal link between AFM and outbreaks of non-polio enterovirus species, in particular enterovirus D68 (EV-D68).6,7 No clusters of AFM have been reported in Australia to date.

A retrospective analysis of AFP surveillance data, collected across the five tertiary referral hospitals making up the PAEDS network2 between 2007 and 2017, identified increased reporting of AFP cases in early 2016, classified by the Australian Government Department of Health Polio Expert Panel (PEP) as transverse myelitis (TM) or anterior horn cell disease (AHCD). EV-D68 was detected by VIDRL in a stool sample from one case from Victoria in this cluster, referred on 1 April 2016. Here, we review AFP cases identified within the 12 months before and after this EV-D68 detection, comparing their clinical and radiological features with published diagnostic criteria for AFM.
Box 1. Acute Flaccid Paralysis and Acute Flaccid Myelitis surveillance case definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>World Health Organization AFP surveillance definition:18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A child &lt; 15 years of age presenting with recent or sudden onset of floppy paralysis or muscle weakness due to any cause</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Centers for Disease Control and Prevention AFM surveillance definition:7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical: An Illness with sudden onset of flaccid limb weakness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiological: MRI showing a spinal cord lesion largely restricted to grey matter or anterior horns which spanned multiple spinal segments (may not be present on initial MRI, a negative or normal MRI performed within the first 72 hours after the onset of limb weakness does not rule out AFM). Terms in the spinal cord MRI report such as “affecting mostly grey matter,” “affecting the anterior horn or anterior horn cells,” “affecting the central cord,” “anterior myelitis,” or “poliomyelitis” would all be consistent with this terminology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSF: Pleocytosis (WCC &gt; 5 cells/mm³)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Confirmed AFM = Clinically compatible + MRI changes**

**Probable AFM = Clinically compatible + CSF pleocytosis**

Abbreviations: AFP=Acute flaccid paralysis; AFM=Acute flaccid myelitis; WCC=White cell count

### Methods

We reviewed PAEDS AFP case data collected from April 2015 to March 2017 to identify cases with a PEP classification of TM or AHCD, as these diagnoses are potentially consistent with AFM. We then reviewed spinal MRI results (collected as part of surveillance) against diagnostic criteria for AFM from the USA Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC; Box 1).8 We recorded demographic data, site of paralysis, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) microscopy and any potential causative agents identified from microbiological specimens. Ethics approval for PAEDS AFP surveillance was provided by the Sydney Children’s Hospital Network Human Research Ethics Committee (approval numbers 2007/009 and HREC/13/SCHN/402). Data access for this study was approved as an amendment.

### Results

Between April 2015 and March 2017, hospitals in the PAEDS network identified 97 cases of AFP, of which 24 were classified as TM or AHCD. Of these 24 cases, all had spinal MRI performed and 10/24 (42%) had features satisfying radiological criteria for AFM. An additional case had suspicious, but non-definitive, MRI findings but as the PEP classified this case as AHCD we considered it AFM-compatible. AFP, TM/AHCD and AFM case counts peaked in March 2016; this temporal clustering is shown in Figure 1.

Amongst the 11 AFM cases, 4 were from Queensland, 3 from Victoria, 2 from New South Wales, and 2 from South Australia, nine (82%) were male and the median age was 10 years (IQR: 2.7; 11.7). Paralysis occurred in a single upper limb in six (55%), the rest having either bilateral lower limb (n=3) or global (upper, lower and trunk; n=2) weakness. Most cases (9; 82%)
Figure 1. Area graph showing combined monthly case counts of transverse myelitis (TM) and anterior horn cell disease (AHCD) and the proportion of these fulfilling diagnostic criteria for acute flaccid myelitis (AFM), compared to total acute flaccid paralysis (AFP) as captured by the Paediatric Active Enhanced Disease Surveillance Network between April, 2015 and March, 2017.

Abbreviations:
AFP=Acute flaccid paralysis; TM=Transverse myelitis; AHCD=Anterior horn cell disease; AFM=Acute flaccid myelitis compatible.

involved the cervical spinal cord. At discharge, nine cases (82%) had some degree of persistent weakness. Seven AFM-compatible cases showed CSF pleocytosis [median white cell count 32 cells/mm³ (IQR: 9; 57.5)]. CSF PCR testing for enterovirus was documented in five cases, all negative. Nine had at least one stool sample sent to VIDRL with EV-A71 and EV-B74 detected from one case each while the others were negative. None of the AFM-compatible cases had documented respiratory specimens submitted for viral detection at local laboratories or to VIDRL.

The single AFP case associated with EV-D68 detection occurred in April 2016 and clustered by phylogenetic analysis with EV-D68 strains reported during the 2014 USA outbreak. Although this case was classified as encephalitis by the PEP, the MRI spine scan showed ‘patchy holocord myelitis with enhancement of the anterior horn cells – grey matter’, findings that satisfy AFM criteria. Review of other AFP cases not classified by PEP as TM or AHCD revealed an additional four during the study period with MRI spine appearances compatible with AFM. All four were assigned a diagnosis of acute disseminated encephalomyelitis because
of the additional presence of MRI abnormalities on brain imaging. Only two of four had stool samples sent to VIDRL, with no enterovirus detected; no CSF or respiratory PCR specimens were documented.

Discussion

Our identification of a previously unrecognised cluster of AFM in 2015–2016 was unexpected and highlights the importance of collecting appropriate respiratory and stool specimens for viral detection in presumptive AFP cases. Identification of this cluster adds to the eight sporadic cases of AFM reported in Victorian children between 2001 and 2014.9 The PAEDS AFP database, including tertiary referral paediatric hospitals in five states since 2007, captures reports of MRI spine from all identified cases.2 From the database, we could establish that findings compatible with AFM were rare prior to 2015–2016, with none recorded prior to 2012, and only sporadic cases reported through 2013–2014 (data not shown). However, a peak in AHCD and TM cases was also observed in late 2013, coinciding with a well-documented EV-A71 outbreak in Sydney.10 Some of these had AFM-compatible MRIs, though rarely involving the cervical spine.11 Conversely, the demographic and clinical features of our 2015–2016 cluster are very similar to those of the AFM outbreak described across the USA in 2014: MRI with predominant cervical spinal cord involvement, upper limb paralysis, CSF pleocytosis, strong male predominance, and peak occurrence during summer.4 Now, with recognition of biannual peaks in AFM cases in the USA and documentation of an outbreak of AFM in the United Kingdom (UK) in 2018, there is a growing need to characterise the epidemiology of AFM, not only an emerging disease among children, but one with global significance particularly in countries where polio has been eradicated.5,12,13

The relationship between AFM and enteroviruses has been the subject of several reviews since the 2014 US AFM outbreak, which coincided with a peak in EV-D68 infection causing asthma and other respiratory illnesses.4,6 EV-D68 satisfies Bradford-Hill Causality Criteria for the 2014 outbreak of AFM, an association that is further strengthened by metagenomic and microbial analysis of a cluster of AFM cases in Arizona during this period.6,7 CDC surveillance in the USA also demonstrated increased EV-D68 detection nationwide in 2018, coinciding with increasing AFM cases.13,14 EV-D68 has been previously isolated in Australia, with the first report from AFP cases identified in 2010 during a retrospective review of enterovirus surveillance data.15,16 However, no clusters of EV-D68-associated AFM have been recognised or reported. We acknowledge that the association of EV-D68 with this AFM cluster is indirect, limited to a single patient, and that EV-A71 was detected in another AFM-compatible patient in this period. However, PCR testing for EV-D68 is rarely positive on CSF samples in AFM cases and is less frequently detected in stool than respiratory samples.4,5 USA and UK AFM surveillance emphasises the importance of respiratory sampling for detecting EV-D68. In Australia, collection of stools and sub-type testing of all enteroviruses by the reference laboratory at VIDRL is recommended for all AFP cases, in accordance with WHO requirements. Referral of respiratory samples is not part of routine AFP surveillance, and virologic testing in referring hospitals is reported inconsistently in surveillance data.

We also acknowledge that this study was limited by its retrospective nature and inconsistent documentation of investigation results in the PAEDS dataset. We included only ‘confirmed’ cases of AFM with radiological features, not ‘probable’ cases with CSF pleocytosis alone.8 We believe that our use of highly specific criteria for classifying cases supports our contention that we have identified a genuine cluster of AFM.

In light of the emerging significance of AFM, we are working to ensure cases of AFM are prospectively sub-categorised by the PEP in order to monitor AFM in Australia. Furthermore, we emphasise to clinicians that when acute limb paralysis is identified in a child, early notification to PAEDS or APSU is important, as is
timely MRI spine imaging and collection of respiratory and stool specimens to detect enterovirus. Collection of CSF is also required, despite its poor sensitivity for enteroviruses, due to its clinical utility in other infectious and inflammatory diseases. Where enterovirus is detected from cases of AFP, we advocate sub-typing. Expanded diagnostic sampling from AFP cases will lead to clearer and more timely identification of any link between AFM and neurotropic non-polio enteroviruses in Australia and add to international efforts to describe the epidemiology and measure disease burden in the context of vaccine candidates.17
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